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Abstract

Despite the rapidly accumulating body of knowledge about protein

networks, there is currently no convenient way of sharing and manipula-

tion of such information. We suggest that a formal computer language

for describing the biomolecular processes underlying protein networks

is essential for rapid advancement in this �eld. We propose to model

biomolecular processes by using the �-Calculus, a process algebra, orig-

inally developed for describing computer processes. Our model for bio-

chemical processes is mathematically well-de�ned, while remaining bio-

logically faithful and transparent. It is amenable to computer simula-

tion, analysis and formal veri�cation. We have developed a computer

simulation system, the PiFCP, for execution and analysis of �-calculus

programs. The system allows us to trace, debug and monitor the behav-

ior of biochemical networks under various manipulations. We present

a �-calculus model for the RTK-MAPK signal transduction pathway,

formally represent detailed molecular and biochemical information, and

study it by various PiFCP simulations.

1 Introduction

Biochemical processes, carried out by networks of proteins, are responsible for

most of the information processing inside the cell. The high complexity of these

systems makes their proper understanding di�cult. Even convenient storage

of accumulated data in a way that would facilitate research is a challenging

task.

Biochemical systems are usually analyzed either by simulating the con-

tinuous, mass-action di�erential equations, or by discrete, Monte-Carlo sim-

ulations. In recent years, various approaches from Computer Science have

been adapted for the representation of pathways. These include Boolean net-

works 1, Petri nets 2, graph based approaches 3 and Object-oriented databases
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(e.g. EcoCyc 4;5) and simulation environments (e.g. E-cell 6). While each of

these approaches captures some of the information regarding pathways and

their components, none fully integrates dynamics, molecular and biochemical

detail.

As an alternative, we suggest using the �-calculus, a formal language orig-

inally developed for specifying concurrent computational systems 7. In such

systems, multiple processes interact with each other by synchronized pair-wise

communication on complementary communication channels, and modify each

other by transmitting channels from one process to another. This feature,

termed mobility, allows the network structure to change with interaction.

We show how the �-calculus can be used to model biochemical networks

as mobile communication systems. We treat molecules and their individual

domains as computational processes, where their complementary structural

and chemical determinants correspond to communication channels. Chemi-

cal interaction and subsequent modi�cation coincide with communication and

channel transmission.

The �-calculus is suitable for modeling various molecular systems, includ-

ing transcriptional circuits, metabolic pathways, and signal transduction (ST)

networks. We illustrate the system using a model of the ST pathway lead-

ing from a receptor tyrosine kinase, through Ras and into the ERK1 MAPK

cascade. Based on this formalism, we have developed a computer system,

called PiFCP, for discrete simulation. We present data obtained from PiFCP

simulations on the RTK-MAPK pathway, under normal and perturbed states.

2 A formal representation language for biochemical pathways

We focus our attention on signal transduction (ST) pathways. The well-studied

RTK-MAPK pathway 8;9, is composed of 14 kinds of proteins. These bind and

form complexes, modify certain residues on their counterparts (mostly by phos-

phorylation and dephosphorylation), change their conformation and activity,

and translocate between di�erent cellular compartments (cytosol, nucleus and

membrane). A change in gene expression patterns is the end result computed

by this network of interactions. An informal graphic representation is given

in Figure 1. While visually appealing, such a representation lacks in cover-

age, formal semantics, and dynamics. As an alternative, we now incrementally

describe how to model such biochemical processes using the �-calculus.

We view each biochemical pathway as a process, denoted by a capitalized

name, P (Figure 2,(2.1)) e.g:

(1) RTK MAPK pathway
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Figure 1: The RTK MAPK pathway: A protein ligand molecule (GF), with two identical do-

mains, binds two receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) molecules on their extracellular part. The

bound receptors form a dimeric complex, and cross-phosphorylate and activate the protein

tyrosine kinase in their intracellular part. The activated receptor can phosphorylate various

targets, including its own tyrosines. The phosphorylated tyrosine is identi�ed and bound

by an adaptor molecule, SHC. A series of protein-protein binding events follows, leading to

formation of a protein complex (SHC, GRB2, SOS, and Ras) at the receptor intracellular

side. Within this complex, the SOS protein activates the Ras protein, which in turn recruits

the serine/threonine protein kinase, Raf, to the membrane, where it is subsequently phos-

phorylated and activated. A cascade of phosphorylations/activations follows, from Raf to

MEK1 to ERK1. This cascade culminates in activation of the threonine and tyrosine protein

kinase, ERK1. Activated ERK1 translocates to the nucleus, where it phosphorylates and

activates transcription factors, such as AP-1, leading to de novo gene expression.

A pathway is de�ned as a collection of concurrently operating molecules,

seen as processes with potential behavior. Concurrency is denoted by the PAR

operator, j (2.8).

(2) RTK MAPK pathway ::= Free ligand j � � � j RTK j Ras j � � �

A protein molecule is composed of several domains, each of which is mod-

eled as a process as well.

(3) Free ligand ::= Free binding domain j Free binding domain

Two molecules (or domains) interact with each other based on their struc-

tural and chemical complementarity10. Interaction is accomplished by the mo-
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tifs and residues that constitute a domain. These are viewed as channels, or

communication ports of the molecule. Two complementary motifs are denoted

by a global name and co-name pair, x and x ((2.2),(2.3)) . An interaction event

may occur only when such a complementary pair is shared by the interacting

molecules.

(4) Free binding domain ::= ligand binding � � �

(5) Free extracellular domain ::= ligand binding � � �

A process can also be de�ned in a parametric way where a parameter is a

motif, e.g.

(6) Free intracellular domain(tyr; tyr; sh2; � � �)

Biochemical interaction events may occur in sequence, in parallel with

other independent occurrences, or in a mutually exclusive, competitive fashion

(e.g. binding of agonist or antagonist to a receptor). A sequence of interac-

tions in which a molecule may participate is denoted by a pre�x operator, :

(2.9). Mutually exclusive interactions are summed together, by +, (2.10). For

instance:

(7) Free extracellular domain ::= ligand binding : rtk binding : � � �
+ antagonist binding

Importantly, a pathway is not merely a bag of molecules and their do-

mains. It is composed of de�ned compartments. First, the parallel domains

of a single molecule are linked together by a single backbone. Then, dis-

tinct multi-molecular complexes form. Finally, molecules are separated into

higher-order cellular compartments. In all three cases molecules which share a

common compartment may interact with each other, while molecules excluded

from the compartment may not 8. We represent compartments by restricted

communication scopes. Channel scope is restricted using the operator new

(2.11):

(8) RTK ::= (new backbone) (Extracellular domain j
Transmembranal domain j
Intracellular domain)

Biochemical interaction a�ects subsequent events in the pathway. For

example, as a result of interaction between a protein tyrosine kinase and its

substrate, the substrate tyrosine residue changes to a phosphorylated one,

a�ecting its potential to interact with pTyr binding proteins.
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This is modeled usingmobility7. Mobility is achieved by allowing processes

to send and receive global channel names which may be used for subsequent

interaction ((2.6),(2.7),(2.23)). For instance, (9) and (10) communicate over

the channel phosph site. (9) sends the channel p tyr to (10); (10) will now use

p tyr instead of tyr in its subsequent communications.

(9) Active kinase ::= phosph sitehp tyri : � � �

(10) Binding domain ::= phosph site(tyr) : tyr : � � �

Mobility is also used to model compartment changes, such as complex

formation. Private channels, representing scopes, are extruded and changed,

thereby changing scopes dynamically. For example, consider the three-molecule

complex that forms between a dimeric ligand and the extracellular domain of

two RTK receptors:

(11) Free ligand ::= (new backbone)

(Free binding domain j Free binding domain)

(12) Free binding domain ::= ligand bindinghbackbonei :

Bound ligand

(13) Extracellular domain ::= ligand binding(cross backbone) :

Bound Extracellular domain

When a Free ligand interacts with two Extracellular domains, the same backbone

channel is sent by the two Free binding domains to the two Extracellular domains.

These three molecules may now continue to exclusively communicate on the

backbone channel, and are thus linked.

A molecule may often participate in one of several mutually exclusive in-

teractions. This is denoted in the language by summation (2.10), representing

competitive choice. Choice is resolved in a completely non-deterministic way:

All enabled communications (where both input and output are available) are

equi-potent. Once one is chosen the others are excludeda (2.23). For example,

in a system with three molecular processes,

(14) Free extracellular domain ::= ligand binding : rtk binding : � � �
+ antagonist binding

(15) Ligand ::= ligand binding : Bound ligand

aA more biologically realistic model would assign di�erent probabilities to di�erent inter-

actions, based on reaction rates. We augment the model to account for this in 11
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(16) Antagonist ::= antagonist binding : Bound antagonist

either an interaction on ligand binding, or an interaction on antagonist binding,

will occur. If ligand binding is chosen (non-deterministically), then the

antagonist binding option is discarded.

Finally, the language allows us to follow a molecule's (process) fate as its

structure (motifs) and compartment (scope) change with interaction. This is

done by using recursive parametric de�nitions (2.20). For instance, an event

may pre�x (with the : operator) a reconstitution of a molecular process (e.g.

an enzyme):

(17) Active kinase ::= tyrhp � tyri : Active kinase

According to these general principles, detailed information on complex

pathways, molecules and biochemical events, can be represented formally. We

have developed such a full model for the RTK-MAPK pathway 12. Since the

�-calculus is a well-developed formalism, the resulting representations are well-

de�ned, with clear semantics 13;7. Congruence laws (Figure 2) ensure that a

parallel system can be written in a sequential syntax. Several reaction rules

(Figure 2), provide formal semantics to these representations, allowing the

system to change with interaction, as described above.

3 Implementation

Once a detailed �-calculus model of a particular pathway is compiled, one

would like to be able to run a simulation of it. To this end, we have developed

a computer application, called PiFCP 12. PiFCP is based on the Logix system
14, which implements Flat Concurrent Prolog (FCP 15). Two unique features

of FCP made it suitable for our purposes. First, the ability to pass logical

variables in messages was used to implement the name-passing mechanism of

the �-calculus. Second, its support of guarded atomic uni�cation allowed syn-

chronized interaction with both input and output guards. Note, that previous

implementations of the �-calculus or of related formalisms 7 do not provide

such full synchronous communication.

An appropriate surface syntax was devised for the full polyadic �-calculus

syntax, in such a way that it is clearly insulated from general Logix procedures.

Thus, a pure �-calculus representation is maintained in spite of the use of an

FCP-based platform.

We built a compiler from PiFCP to FCP. PiFCP channels are represented

by FCP message streams, on which messages are written and from which mes-

sages are read and consumed. Messages are transformed with identi�cation
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tags that ensure synchronized release of input and output guards, as well as

their appropriate consumption in cases of mutually exclusive choice. Each

PiFCP process is transformed to an FCP procedure, and its channel set is

identi�ed. This allows full use of channels as in the original calculus: for

global communication, as parameters in recursive de�nitions, newly restricted

channels, and bound input channels, to be instantiated only following commu-

nication.

The PiFCP system is based on the classical �-calculus and it captures

qualitative aspects of protein networks. As noted above, exact quantitative

modeling requires a modi�cation of the stochastic version of the calculus 16,

and will be described elsewhere11. Note, that the �-calculus speci�cations may

be associated with di�erent semantics of interaction. Thus, the same pathway

representation may be studied with the original non-deterministic semantics,

described here, or with a stochastic quantitative semantics.

Several debugging tools are available for tracing step-wise execution of

PiFCP programs. These include tree traces and step-by-step execution mode,

with the ability to set speci�c break points. The level of detail in which a

system is traced (process, channels, messages, senders, etc.) can be deter-

mined dynamically throughout a session. Thus, not only the net outcome of a

computation can be studied, but also the speci�c scenario that has led to this

outcome.

4 PiFCP simulation analysis of a �-calculus model for the RTK-

MAPK pathway

We have constructed a detailed model of the RTK-MAPK pathway in the

�-calculus. The model is composed of 15 molecular processes (including ATP

and GTP), with 24 di�erent domains and 15 sub-domains. Four compartments

(extracellular, membrane, cytoplasm and nucleus) were de�ned. A major por-

tion of current knowledge has been incorporated into this concise (250 lines)

formal representation. The local nature of the �-calculus allowed us to build

this large model incrementally. The complete speci�cations are available12.

We performed simulation studies under two types of perturbations (Ta-

ble 1): we either modi�ed the quantities of one or more of the molecules, or we

\mutated" molecules by \hacking" their code. Note, that such manipulation is

similar to mutational analysis in laboratory experiments: domains and residues

are deleted, inserted or modi�ed. The e�ect of perturbation was observed both

globally (e.g. amounts of active proteins), and speci�cally (step-by-step sce-

nario of interaction). Global results are given in Table 1.

Most perturbations have yielded the expected e�ects. We have noticed
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Perturbation Details Signal

RAF increase Increase

MP1 increase Decrease

MP1 and MEK increase Increase

ERK increase Increase

MKP increase Decrease

Monomer ligand (competitor) Slight

Ligand ::= (new backbone)(Free binding domain) decrease

Dominant-negative receptor Decrease

Rtk ::= (new backbone) (Extracellular j Transmembranal)

Membrane-localized Raf Ligand

Membrane ::= (new mem env) (Raf(mem env) j � � � ) independent

Constitutively active ERK Ligand

Erk Catalytic Core ::= independent

Erk lip(glu; glu) j Active Erk Kinase j � � �

Table 1: PiFCP simulation results for the RTK-MAPK pathway: For each of the listed

perturbations, the signal was evaluated based on the quantities of active Erk and de-novo

gene expression. Each perturbation was typically administered in several doses. Note, that

the slight decreasewith monomer ligand, was only observed at the level of receptoractivation.

that many perturbations can be bu�ered by the system, albeit not at extreme

doses. This qualitative observation should be further veri�ed in full stochas-

tic simulations. Some results were initially surprising. In particular, note the

inhibitory e�ect of large quantities of the adaptor protein MP1, which was re-

ported to be a facilitator of Mek and Erk phosphorylation17. When this result

was followed with step-by-step debugging sessions (not shown), MP1 was ob-

served to sequester Mek, Erk, and Raf, becoming inhibitory at high quantities.

Similar results were recently obtained by another simulation analysis of the

MAPK cascade 18. Thus, the ability to monitor the pathway in action at the

local level of a single molecule, o�ers a unique opportunity to decipher global

observations.

5 Discussion

Detailed biochemical and molecular data is available for an increasing number

of biochemical systems. Storing and analyzing this data is an essential goal

for pathway informatics. Since most of this data is available only as literature

abstracts and articles, there is a need for a formal bioinformatic solution.
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Formal representations or ontologies are essential for encoding this vast

knowledge. Two types of formal representations have been distinguished 5.

Declarative representations, such as ontologies, break information down into

atomic components and de�ne relationships among those atomic components.

They allow us to represent and store current knowledge in an exact non-

ambiguous form, and then query and process it reliably. Procedural imple-

mentations, such as those embodied in most simulation programs, typically

lack such well-structured representation of knowledge, and information is em-

bedded in a convoluted fashion. Furthermore, most mathematical approaches

underlying dynamic simulations treat molecules as atomic entities. Such sim-

pler models are often insu�cient.

Representing biochemical networks in the �-calculus o�ers the synthesis of

both declarative and procedural representation. On the one hand, molecular

detail is clearly de�ned in a well-structured, biologically faithful fashion. This

is based on a strong correspondence between the syntax of the calculus and

biochemical networks. Complex networks can be modeled incrementally due to

the modular nature of both biochemical systems and the calculus. On the other

hand, the formal semantics associated with the syntax allowed us to develop

the PiFCP implementation for simulation purposes. As shown, PiFCP can be

used to obtain both a step-by-step, lower level, understanding, as well global

output, an important bioinformatics tool.

Our approach enjoys many of the bene�ts of other CS approaches which

are currently being adapted for studying biochemical systems. Similar to Petri

nets 2, it treats biochemical pathways as concurrent processes. Petri nets have

been successful in treating many, mostly metabolic, biochemical systems. The

advantage of the �-calculus is in the explicit, detailed description of each node

or process in the system. In this it is closer to the hierarchy of an object-

oriented systems, which although highly successful in storing pathway-related

information, lack dynamics5.

In order to become a full bioinformatics approach further development is

required. The detailed level o�ered by the formalism can become deterring at

times. Furthermore, some complex biochemical events require elaborate en-

coding. These problems may be alleviated by taking advantage of the modular

nature of the calculus. Thus, di�erent components of the same system can be

speci�ed in di�erent levels of detail. This approach may be highly suitable for

studying molecular modules 19. Signi�cant scaling may be achieved by basing

the modeling on existing ontologies, which will allow integration with existing

databases. Additional facilitation may be o�ered by modi�cation of the orig-

inal calculus based on biological motivations, by o�ering generic processes for

routine events, or by integration of graphical representation approaches with
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the algebraic one. The graph replacement chemistry, a recently proposed for-

malism for DNA processing3, may be particularly suitable for such integration.

The classical �-calculus and its PiFCP implementation o�er only a semi-

quantitative view of biochemical processes without explicitly associated time.

All interactions that may happen have an equal chance of occuring. This is only

a coarse approximation of biochemical systems, where di�erent reactions have

di�erent rates. We have addressed this issue by developing a second system, the

PsiFCP. This variant is based on a stochastic version of the calculus, where

communication actions are equipped with rates, analogous to reaction rates
16;11, and a race condition governs the time evolution of the system. This

implementation o�ers the full quantitative capabilities necessary for accurate

simulation of biochemical processes.

6 Future Prospects

A speci�cation-based approach also allows to formally analyze the behavioral

properties of modeled systems, using methods and tools for formal veri�cation
20;7. Thus, desirable outcomes and properties of a biomolecular process, which

is represented in the �-calculus, can be formally proven. Furthermore, the

�-calculus theory allows us to formally compare two programs, in order to de-

termine the degree of mutual similarity of their behavior, termed bisimulation.

Di�erent levels of similarity, of weakening strength, have been de�ned 7.

This opens up completely novel possibilities in the study of biochemical

systems. Comparison of similar pathways is the �rst step in studying the

evolution of entire processes 21 , establishing a homology of processes. While in

this paper we have represented pathways at the molecular level, biochemical

processes may also be viewed at a higher, functional level. Formal comparison

methods can also be used in order to prove that the molecular information

indeed supports the behavior we expect and specify.

The use of formal and algorithmic approaches has greatly accelerated

progress in the sequence and structure branches of biology. Adopting a com-

mon representation language for biomolecular processes may similarly acceler-

ate progress in understanding their function and evolution.
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Processes and channels

P; Q; � � � process names (2.1)

x; y; � � � channel names (2.2)

x; y; � � � channel co-names (2.3)
Events

� ::= x communication on channel name x (2.4)

x communication on channel co-name x (2.5)

x(y) receive y along x (2.6)

xhyi send y along x (2.7)
Process syntax

P ::= P1 j P2 parallel processes (2.8)

� : P1 sequential pre�xing by communication (2.9)

�1 : P1 + �2 : P2 mutually exclusive communications (2.10)

(new x)P new communication scope (2.11)

0 inert process (2.12)
Structural congruence

P j Q � Q j P commutativity of PAR (2.13)

(P j Q) j R � P j (Q j R) associativity of PAR (2.14)

P + Q � Q + P commutativity of summation (2.15)

(P + Q) + R � P + (Q + R) associativity of summation (2.16)

(new x)0 � 0 scope of inert processes (2.17)

(new x)(new y)P � (new y)(new x)P multiple communication scopes (2.18)

((new x)P ) j Q) � (new x)(P j Q) if x =2 FN(Q) scope extrusion (2.19)

A(~y) � f~y=~xgQA recursive parametric de�nition (2.20)

x(y):P = x(z):(fz=yg P ) if z =2 FN(P ) renaming of input channel y (2.21)

(new y):P = (new z):(fz=yg P ) if z =2 FN(P ) renaming of restricted channel y (2.22)

Reaction rules

(� � �+ xhzi:Q)j(� � �+ x(y):P ) ! QjP fz=yg communication (COMM)(2.23)

if P ! P 0 then P jQ! P 0jQ reaction under parallel composition (2.24)

if P ! P 0 then (new x)P ! (new x)P 0 reaction within restricted scope (2.25)

if Q � P; P ! P 0; and P 0 � Q0 then Q! Q0 reaction up to structural congruence (2.26)

Figure 2: The �-calculus: The calculus consists of three components: a simple syntax for

writing formal descriptions; a set of congruence laws that determine when two syntactic

expressions are equivalents; and an operational semantics, consisting of reduction rules,

which delineate the potential changes in the system following a communication event. The

use of the calculus for modeling of biochemical systems is explained in the text, highlighting

the syntax, and the basic communication rule, COMM.
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